# Multimeter Accessories for Electronic Applications

## TL910 Electronic Test Probes with Replacement Tips
- Small profile design is comfortable and allows accessibility to hard to reach test points
- Comes with 5 sets of replaceable tips (includes 3 sets of spring loaded gold plated and 2 sets of stainless steel replacement tips)
- Probes are 102 mm (4") long and include 1 m (39") leads
- Compatible with all instruments that accept standard 4 mm (.160"), shrouded banana plugs
- CAT IV, 600V; CAT III, 1000V, 3A
- Replacement tips available as Fluke model TP912
- One year warranty

## TP912 Replacement Tips for Electronic Test Probes (TL910)
- Includes five sets of sharp, 0.040" diameter replacement tips:
  - 2 ea - 25 mm (1") long stainless steel
  - 2 ea - 102 mm (4") long stainless steel
  - 2 ea - Gold-plated, spring loaded, single point plunger
  - 2 ea - Gold-plated, spring loaded, 3-point plunger
  - 2 ea - Gold plated, spring loaded, 4-point plunger
- One year warranty

## TP920 Test Probe Adapter Kit
- Kit includes push-on adapters for test probes
- Recommended for use with Fluke TL71 and TL75 Test Lead Sets
- IC Test Tip adapters for probing closely spaced test points such as integrated circuit leads without shorting adjacent leads. Maximum 3A
- Extended Probe Tips allow testing of hard to reach points. Maximum 3A
- Medium Alligator Clips have maximum jaw opening of 0.76 mm (0.30"). Maximum 5A
- CAT II, 300V, maximum amps (as noted)
- One year warranty

## Fluke TL930 61 cm (24") and TL932 91 cm (36") Patch Cords
- 1 pair (red and black) multi-stacking 4 mm banana plug patch cords
- PVC insulated leads
- Nickel-plated banana plugs
- Maximum ratings for non-hazardous applications 5000V, <1/2 mA
- Maximum ratings for CE compliance 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc, 15 Amps
- One year warranty

## Fluke TL935 Patch Cord Kit
- Kit includes 3 sets (red and black pairs) multi-stacking 4 mm banana plug patch cords
- 61 cm (24"), 91 cm (36"), 122 cm (48") long PVC insulated leads
- Nickel-plated banana plugs
- Maximum ratings for non-hazardous applications 5000V, <1/2 mA
- Maximum ratings for CE compliance 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc, 15 Amps
- One year warranty

## Fluke TL940 Mini-Hook Test Leads
- 1 pair (red and black) test leads with multi-stacking 4 mm banana plugs and mini-hooks
- Mini-hooks attach to component leads up to 1.5 mm (0.060") diameter
- 91 cm (36") long PVC insulated leads
- Maximum ratings for non-hazardous applications 300V, <1/2 mA
- Maximum ratings for CE compliance 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc, 15 amps
- One year warranty
Fluke TL950 Mini-Pincer Test Leads

- 1 pair (red and black) test leads with multi-stacking 4 mm banana plugs and mini-pincers
- Mini-pincers open to 2.3 mm (0.090")
- 91 cm (36") long PVC insulated leads
- Maximum ratings for non-hazardous applications 300V, <1/2 mA
- Maximum ratings for CE compliance 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc, 15 amps
- One year warranty

Fluke TL960 Micro-Hook Test Leads

- 1 pair (red and black) test leads with multi-stacking 4 mm banana plugs and micro-hooks
- Micro-hooks attach to component leads up to 1 mm (0.040") diameter
- 91 cm (36") long PVC insulated leads
- Maximum ratings for non-hazardous applications 150V, <1/2 mA
- Maximum ratings for CE compliance 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc, 15 amps
- One year warranty

Handy all-in-one kit that includes 3 pairs (red and black) test leads:
- Multi-stacking 4 mm banana plugs to mini-hooks which open to 2.3 mm (0.090")
- Maximum ratings for non hazardous applications 300V, <1/2 mA
- Maximum ratings for CE compliance 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc, 5 amps

- Multi-stacking 4 mm banana plugs to mini-pincers which open to 2.3 mm (0.090")
- Maximum ratings for non hazardous applications 300V, <1/2 mA
- Maximum ratings for CE compliance 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc, 5 amps

- Multi-stacking 4 mm banana plugs to micro-hooks which attach to component leads up to 1 mm (0.040") in diameter
- Maximum ratings for non hazardous applications 150V, <1/2 mA
- Maximum ratings for CE compliance 30 Vrms or 60 Vdc, 3 amps

- All have 91 cm (36") long PVC insulated leads
- One year warranty

Fluke H900 Test Lead Holder

- Heavy duty test lead holder
- Durable powder coat finish in distinctive Fluke colors
- Holder has 10 slots for wires up to 8.1 mm (0.32") in diameter
- Comes with mounting holes for convenient installation
- Over all dimensions: 27.9 cm L x 8.9 cm W x 3.2 cm H (11” L x 3.5” W x 1.25” H)
- One year warranty
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